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QUESTION: 67
Select four Oracle GoldenGate use cases.

A. real-time discovery
B. real-time data warehousing
C. offload reporting
D. zero downtime upgrades and migrations
E. backup and recovery
F. data center load balancing by using multi-master replication

Answer: B, C, D, F

QUESTION: 68
What is the name and the location of the file that lists the key values used by extract for
encryptions and Server Collector for decryption?

A. KEYGEN file in the GoldenGate data location
B. COBGEN file in the GoldenGate installation location
C. GGSKEY file in the GoldenGate data location
D. GGSKEY file in the GoldenGate installation location
E. ENCKEYS file in the GoldenGate installation location

Answer: E

QUESTION: 69
You have discovered that an OGG checkpoint table has become corrupted. What is you
best strategy to recover From this?

A. Use the CONVCHK utility on the target to restore the checkpoint table from
checkpoint files.
B. Restore the target DB from backup, reposition the Extract to a point prior to the
corruption, Turn to HANDLECOLLISIONS in the Replicat.
C. Use NODECHECKPONT to cause Replicat to use the checkpoint files as backup and
regenerate the checkpoint table.
D. Use the GENCHK utility on the source to restore the checkpoint table from
checkpoint files.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 70
You are running multiple installations of Oracle GoldenGate on the same Windows
server. How can you differentiate the different Manager services?

A. Create aGLOBALSfile for each installation and use theMGRSERVNAMEparameter,
with a unique name.
B. Include the parameterSERVICENAMEin each Manager, with a unique name.
C. Accept the default service name and manually edit within the Services applet.
D. Multiple Manager services are not allowed on the same Windows server.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 71
Identify the correct statement regarding Trails.

A. Extract and Pump are different OS level executable binary files.
B. Extracts cannot perform filtering, mapping, and transformations.
C. RMTTRAILis for remote trails andEXTTRAILis for local trails.
D. Extract is typically used to produce local trail files over a TCP/IP connection.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 72
Replicat makes checkpoints in the trail file to mark its last read position. Select two ways
to create checkpoint tables.

A. Run thechkpt_db_extracttrail.sqlscript.
B. Run thechkpt_db_create.sqlscript.
C. Use theADD Extract Trailcommand.
D. Use theINFO REPLICATcommand with theSHOWCHoption.
E. Use theADD CHECKPOINTTABLEcommand.

Answer: B, E
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